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 Huba then presents hundred of his brain maps to aid this position. He found that the main
element for him was a method of visual thinking — George Huba, responded by trying and
evaluating many cognitive-behavioral interventions that may help to sluggish the progression of
symptoms or at least improve quality of life. mind mapping — that helped organize his lifestyle
and memories and to plan for the near future. Dr. He is also quite obvious cognitive-behavioral
methods cannot treatment neurodegeneration nor do they necessarily gradual its progression.
He suggests that such inexpensive strategies may help provide clearness in planning, memory
space, and decision making at any point in the early and mid levels of neurodegenerative disease
and dementia and consequentially improve the quality of life for the person living with
neurodegenerative disease. Huba is quite clear that your brain mapping methods aren't proven
using regular experimental designs.Met with untreatable, early starting point neurodegenerative
disease and dementia, psychologist Dr. Huba concludes that for neurodegenerative diseases
without effective treatment (virtually all of these), the inexpensive strategies he used may prove
quite helpful to many.
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Shows power of brain mapping A very good book about living with cognitive impairment. And for
anybody living with cognitive decline. (And explains why most apps advertised as 'mind mapping'
are really not.)Recommended for anyone who wants a powerful device for creative thinking. On
the way it displays the power of brain mapping with a genuine mind mapping app. Good book
Great for somebody with cognitive impairment attempting to organize thoughts into a
meaningful way to communicate to caregiver, doctor, or healthcare group. Three huge cheers to
Dr. Useful and courageous insights. Great ideas worth developing and a grain of humor. easy to
achieve George Huba immediately draws you in to the engaging and illuminating world of brain
maps while posting his own experience of cognitive impairment. He presents in such a way that
the reader is definitely invited into the story that provides incredible eyesight and perspective on
not merely coping with difficult circumstances but seemingly transcending them. The
publication includes creative types of brain maps on a wide range of topics. A remarkable book,
full of wisdom, humor, and several, many, brain maps. I could see that being integrally involved
with developing a mind map could possibly be very empowering for all those with cognitive
impairment as the process allows clear visualization of tips in an exceedingly hands-on, easy to
attain, and compelling way.. Worth visualli-zing Good plan, great book.. A remarkable book, full of
wisdom, humor, . Huba for so readily sharing his wisdom and insight, while unwittingly producing
the reader experience a whole lot better in the process. What was a lot more is that brain maps
can be helpful to anyone who wants a vivid depiction of some process or points that you would
like to remember or talk about. The options are unlimited and the format and content material is
entirely up to you. All of this targeted at a journey along the road of a neurodegenerative
condition that's slowly robbing the author, George J. PrevratilPresident and CEOArchstone
Foundation In response, the author has struck back at the problem by developing the technique
of living his life using mind mapping, a strategy which has allowed him to keep to create, blog,
live, and share wisdom (mappingly) about existence and his condition. This is without doubt the
ultimate book on useful applications of brain mapping in the field of healthcare, and there is a
lesson (and a brain map or two) atlanta divorce attorneys chapter. Go through it, and you will find
yourself spontaneously mapping and returning to it over and over to answer "how did George do
it?Joseph F.” AT HEART Mapping, Cognitive Impairment, and Dementia (Huba's Bolero), Huba
shares his innovative usage of visual mind maps to facilitate conversation for people with
cognitive impairment. What became quickly apparent to me is that brain maps are equipment for
almost everyone, whether you need to organize your plan, sketch out some ideas, summarize a
project, share a plan of actions or whatever. It also is very informative about neurocognitive
degeneration and using visible thinking as a technique for dealing with its challenges. A great
read! Along the way he teaches us fresh reasons for having this rare type of dementia. George
Huba has taken a difficult disability and used his imagination and extensive knowledge in
psychology test measurement and research methods to think of a system that will help people
with dementia better control their lives. Seemingly simple, the methodology allows complicated
or lengthy data to be easily presentable. Interesting Tool To Help PEOPLE WHO HAVE Serious
Memory Problems Very creative! Really worth reading, if not really for yourself then for someone
you know with this debilitating issue. Pioneering work! George Huba's latest reserve regarding
mind mapping is a pioneering function and a MUST READ for anyone thinking about Dementia."
Innovative work to facilitate communication for those who have cognitive impairment After being
diagnosed with a progressive neurological condition, psychologist George Huba took on what he
calls “the biggest and hardest research project of (his) life. Huba, of his cognitive faculties.
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